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Final Draft 
	On December 7, 1941 the Japanese bombed the American naval base at Pearl Harbor, in Hawaii. The following day on December 8, 1941 the United States declared war on Japan. From that date until August 14, 1945, American soldiers waged war against the Axis powers. Many of these soldiers returned home as heavily decorated heroes, while many others did not return home at all. Ray Miranda was one of the lucky ones, who lives today to tell his story. 
 	 Ray Miranda was born on September 24, 1924 in San Bernardino, California. He came from a family with military background, as his father was a World War I veteran. He was a high school student at San Bernardino High School at the age of 17 when Pearl Harbor was attacked. Ray remembered listening on the family’s Philco radio when he learned of the attack. “We were angry and ready to go to war,” he reflects.  Wanting to contribute to his country, he and his family planted a victory garden in their backyard. In addition, he and other high school friends went to pick oranges and prunes grapevines as replacement workers for men who had already been called up to join the war over seas. Seeking other work, he went to the San Bernardino Air Depot where he learned to was basic mechanic work. When the anticipated draft emerged, Ray was selected to join the armed services. Ray, with the advice of his school councilor, decided to choose deferment so that he could finish high school before reporting to the military.
	On July 12, 1942, Ray reported to a Reception Center where he took an academic exam. Those who placed the highest on the test were assigned to the Army Air Corp. Ray fell into the second highest division and was assigned to the Coast Artillery. So only a month after graduating from high school, Ray was sent off for Basic Training in Camp Callan. Seventeen arduous weeks passed and he was sent to Fort Bliss, Texas to receive advanced training in Anti-Aircraft weapons. Soon afterwards, he was off to Fort Standish near Boston, which was his Port of Embarkation. He, as well as others, was not assigned to a unit, but rather was going to be used as a replacement. He left port on the USS Wakefield on the 6th of June and arrived on the 12th.
	Upon arrival to Liverpool, England, he was still not assigned to a unit and was informed that the Coast Artillery was no longer being used in the war. Ray pondered what he was now to do in the war now that is expected position had been eliminated. Luckily, a soldier approached him. “The officer asked me if I had any special talents, and I told him I was pretty good at identifying planes. A few minutes later he brought me some flash cards and had me identify them as enemy or allied planes,” Ray explains. So Ray was assigned to Battalion B of the 361st Automatic Anti-aircraft Weapons (AAAW) before crossing the Channel into France. He, along with three other men, was on their way to Normandy as Anti-Aircraft soldiers. “Basically, we just sat around in a small tent, away from the action, with binoculars and identified any oncoming enemy planes,” jokingly commented Ray. However, there were times when Ray and the 361st were close to the battle. During the Battle of the Bulge, he gave anti-aircraft support. While he wasn’t watching the skies for planes, Ray learned to speak French and cook food, among other helpful tasks. Ray was twenty years old when the war officially ended. The military had a points system to determine who could return home and who would have to stay in Europe. Ray, who had only been in Europe for approximately a year and a half decided to remain there for another six months.
	Ray was next sent to the spa town of Mondorf-Le-Bains. This was the location of where the army was keeping the criminals of the war. This was no small mission for Ray. He was assigned to guard these high profile prisoners. These prisoners were to be tried in a case by the world court to determine whether or not they were guilty of high war crimes. The town of Mondorf-Le-Bains had a magnificent hotel which engineers converted into a prison. This prison was to be used as a holding facility for the 23 major war criminals and witnesses. At the time, Ray did not understand why the Germans were being held in prison. On his fourth day, he learned why. “The commanding officer who was in charge of all us guards sat us down to watch a film, which we were briefly informed about cruelty displayed by the Nazis during the war. It was the most awful thing I ever saw. All the men in it wore Nazi uniforms and throughout the film, committed random acts of violence against Jewish people. Some things they showed are just too terrible to explain, but I left that room feeling no pity for any man that was there in prison,” Ray explains. Prior to the film, Ray had no idea what the “Holocaust” was. He did not know it existed. The war trials were to be held in Luxembourg, but it was soon recognized that the town and its facilities was too small and therefore was moved to the Nurnberg Palace of Justice. Ray was once more a guard for these high-ranking war criminals as the Nurnberg trials ensued. The detachment consisted of 89 unlisted soldiers and 41 officers. Three Nazis committed suicide while Ray served as a guard throughout the trials. All three had hung themselves. Ray was not on guard during any of the suicides however. It was at this time that Ray started to miss his family and was ready to come home. Three months later Ray was relieved of his tour. Ray would come home with three battle stars, a Ribbon of Good Conduct, and an ETO (European Theater Operations).
After the war, Ray returned to work at the San Bernardino Air Depot thanks to the G. I. Bill. After a few years, he would leave this job for one at the Santa Fe Railroad in San Bernardino. Soon after, he met Kay Archibeque. They soon fell in love and were married. Years down the line, war would break out in Korea and Ray took part as well. He became an instructor as a Platoon Sergeant in the 1402nd Combat Engineers. He also trained drafted infantry at Camp Roberts. After Korea, he took an apprenticeship as a machinist. He carried on the rest of his life as a machinist until his retirement. Ray never stopped to reflect on whether or not he was part of “The Greatest Generation,” he never even considered this until Tom Brokaw told him he was. He had a job and he did it. When asked about his feelings of the war, Ray commented “I was glad to serve, and I’d do it again. I had to protect my country.”   


